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 A: The documentation for AddRefType is here. The actual call is: CRefType* CreateCRefType( LPCTSTR pszType ) where pszType is "NULL". The description of the CRefType struct is: /***************************************************************************** * CRefType * * Contains information about a type of "C" reference in a "Ref" * symbol. * A type of "C"
reference is created from a CRefHandle struct, and * consists of a type name, the size of the storage, and the type * table. * A CRefType is created with a handle to a CRefHandle structure and * initialized with the CRefType() constructor. When a type of * "C" reference is created, the CRefType is given a "C" reference * handle as follows: * CRefHandle h = CRefType::CreateCRefType(...) *

Initialization of a CRefType consists of two steps: * 1) Given a handle to a CRefHandle structure, the CRefType * structure is initialized with the CRefType() constructor * that takes a CRefHandle structure. * 2) The CRefType structure is initialized with the CRefType() * constructor that takes an optional CString. If the CString * is specified, the CRefType contains a pointer to the * storage for the
type name. The type name is the contents * of the CString. The CRefType structure is filled in with * the storage for the size of the type, and the type table. * The CRefType is reference counted by the CRefCount object. For * each instance of a CRefType, there is one CRefCount object. * CRefCount::Release() decrements the reference count and destroys * the CRefType structure if the reference

count becomes zero. * The CRefType does not own any data, and is not a pointer to any * 82157476af
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